
CHAPTER 6

Important Examples

God intended that the New Testament Church would be an 

Church culture seems to assume that the New Testament model is 

primitive and in need of  improvement.

ministry of  Jesus and its outfall in the communities where he 

at the church in China. It is growing too fast to ignore, especially 

that parallels the early decades of  Christianity.

If  you view the New Testament church as primitive, then 



— Important Examples —

But within the scope of  the New Testament, there are several 

New Testament Insights

yourself, “What part of  the Great Commission is my personal 

assignment?” Then follow it up with, “What would a biblical 

I always say that copying others will burn you out. Wrestling 

The All-Important Numbers

Beginning with Jesus, we see the importance of  a primary leader 

number of  people that assembled for prayer in Acts 1.
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The Crowd at the Well

Did you ever wonder what became of  the crowd the woman at 

of  the Lord would have abandoned them. What form do you 

paganism. That model included a career-supported leader with a 

small congregation.

Accidental Missionaries

persecution of  the Church recorded in Acts 7 and 8. Those whom 

Cyprus, Cyrene and Antioch. While the church in Antioch 

of  the others. This leads me to conclude that Antioch invested in 

multiplication while the others did not.

The Synagogue as a Model

supported himself  by labor aside from ministry. This would have 

been true of  the “house church” leaders in Acts 2. It would also 

be an example for the hastily appointed elders in churches from 
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China and the Little Flock Movement

Movement had set the stage for a switch to microchurches. These 
 

which projects to 20 percent of  the population by 2030.  Ding 

attributed Chinese church growth to the fact that persecution had 

forced Christians to hold church in homes instead of  assembling 

in large church buildings.
27

On one of  my trips to Russia, a gathering of  pastors discussed 

the role the Chinese government played in forcing the Church 

underground, which led to such rapid multiplication of  disciples, 

pastors and house churches. The discussion strayed to the 

possibility of  a movement of  microchurches when one pastor 

repression spawn a similar movement in Russia?” Everyone sat in 

persecution, the blood of  martyrs, and the growth of  the church 
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made the difference.” For several years before the Maoists gained 

control, Nee promoted microchurches.

Closer to Home

A Medical Doctor

My friend Tom McCarthy was a physician who planted a 

microchurch in his home. As the congregation grew, they rented 

various facilities and hired support staff. Growth induced the need 

Rosa is healthy today. The church continues to multiply new 

sustainability issue as soon as the church increased from micro- to 

mid-size.

Evangelizing LDS in Utah

his wife is a registered nurse. The Andersons have no thoughts of  

enhance their credibility among those they hope to disciple. They 

chose the freelance route to, “stay in the stream of  our culture,” 
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building large in a single location. They strategize planting at least 

six to 12 wards. Our city has 84 wards/congregations equaling 10 

Christ, their local community usually rejects them.”

Christ, they will have a new faith family within close proximity to 

their home. The Andersons intend to plant microchurches through 

The groups have the freedom to remain autonomous or to 

discipled and challenged to disciple others,” he says. “A mature 

disciple of  Jesus can easily lead a microchurch without previous 

ministry experience, Bible college education or seminary training.”

I met Matthew when he joined a discussion about microchurch 

he says, “The simplicity of  a microchurch really lends to 

reproduction happens naturally.
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traditional Western churches.”

have to guard myself  against pride in the same way a megachurch 

Are we 

truly making disciples who are multiplying disciples? 

Church Planting on Skid Row

building and then began meeting with the outcasts of  society. 

people to give offerings to help others. Randall is a single- salary, 

unique journey.

small group in mind,” Randall says. “It was started as a way for 
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and share the Good News with whomever they met, including 

houseless people and those with addiction and mental illness who 

live on the streets. The microchurch concept was not on our radar, 

we just wanted to do something that was a low threshold to do 

ministry outside the four walls of  a church.”

threshold ministries are easier for lay people within the Body of  

Christ to come together and build relationships and allow more of  

the congregation to get involved in ministry as opposed to larger 

teaching them.”

This “doing life together” element seems to be missing from 

our current mode of  church life. Randall and Annie moved 

returned. While they were away for three years, the couple lived 

While they were there, God opened a door, allowing them to meet 

every Wednesday night at a drug and alcohol rehab center on the 

Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation bordering Ruidoso.
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women transformed and set free from addiction and surrender 

They effectively launched a microchurch inside a rehab center. 

For this couple, vocational ministry is out of  the question. When 

“day jobs” to support themselves. “We used our own resources,” 

Randall says, “and God provided other people to come alongside 

the people who are in the area are houseless and battle with 

substance addiction or mental illness. There are churches in or near 

Chinatown, but for various reasons the people living on the street 

faith, and they continue to minister in Chinatown today.”
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New Immigrants and Folks Back Home

Every church has leaders that could do this now. Junji Ono and 

planted 23 microchurches in Japan. The multiplication grew out of  

Missionaries often describe Japanese people as unwilling to 

open their homes to others. Japanese houses and apartments 

are small and often crowded—land is extremely expensive. But 

Junji and his friends proved them wrong. As long as the group 

continues to elevate a vision to multiply, they could potentially 

touch every household in a country that has been more resistant 

opportunity for multiplying microchurches.

Every example in this chapter describes a person supported 

pastor. Microchurches are not “just for people on the mission 



— Important Examples —

Francis Chan

“We've got a few hundred people now, and it costs nothing," 

Chan explained. "And everyone's growing and everyone's having 

caring for one another. I don't even preach. They just meet in their 

homes, they study, they pray, they care for one another. They're 

becoming the church, and I'm just loving it and realizing that these 

30 guys [are] leading this and the women as well."

The church involves, “guys coming off  the streets, out of  

Google."

Their goal is to double their numbers each year until they touch 

Francis also notes that doing church as a family is messy, “But 

28

The concept of  “or” is a tyrant while “and” is a friend. To plant 

“macrochurches” OR to plant microchurches is a lousy choice. 

But to add this to our arsenal might just turn the tide of  American 
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It is important to see the church as a multifaceted affair if  you 

of  God. No single strategy or ministry form will accommodate 

of  the church across town, or the list of  the fastest growers. We 

plows a piece of  ground a little different from every other farmer. 

The logistics, culture and practices of  a microchurch will be 

• A. Whoever discipled the leader. 

• B. The gifts and personality of  the planter. 

• C. The culture and customs of  those evangelized. 

• 


